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• tracks student narratives of transition from a Foundation 

degree (Fd) at a Further Education College to an 

Honours year at a Higher Education Institution

• work in progress – this session/paper explores the role 

of institutional mechanisms and interventions in 

supporting/hindering transition

Working on Transition



• longitudinal study March 2010 – May 2011

• data collected pre- and post-transition

• primarily qualitative

the project

Phase 1 Phases 2 and 3

30 participants 113 students contacted

4 FE Colleges 7 FE colleges and HEI

4 Fd programmes 11 Honours programmes



supporting transition?

It was an easy transition really...I don’t 
feel I’ve finished one course and 
started another one, it’s just been a 
completely natural, smooth transition 
from my second to third year.  I think 
that people who have come from 
colleges will see it very differently.



emerging themes

• information

• interaction

• induction

• intervention



information

pre-transition
• programme content
• learning environment
• logistics 

post-transition
• academic procedures
• how to use equipment
• jargon

Some of us who are considering
going don’t really know what is
actually going to happen next year
about what modules we’re going to
take.

(I need to know)..where you’re going
to park and if you can get something
to eat because I tend to be at work in
a morning any time from 7.30am
onwards and if I’ve got to keep going
until 8.30pm...it’s good to know all
that in advance.



interaction

tutor/student

• context 

• perceptions

• ‘not being known’

student/student

• social integration

• role modelling

It’s been quite cool having J (HE
tutor) because she obviously knows
more about the academic side...she 
bridged the gap very well.

my main concern is that we are 
going to go into a third year and the 
tutors won’t know us and know our 
work

You’re put in your place, definitely.  
They don’t really know anything 
about us but they make these 
assumptions...
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induction included:



You see all these possibilities, all the equipment and

facilities and you think ‘Wow, this is amazing!’ but then at

this stage in your degree you can’t just go and mess

about...so I haven’t used anything really.

induction



intervention – campus visits

we went for a day in Freshers’ Week…we sat

through the lectures and everything was gone

by the time we got out

we haven’t been to see where we’re going in

the third year, so it’s all our imagination...it’s

like this mystery, behind locked doors...you

visualise all sorts of madness really

overall it was good to be able to visit as it has

made me feel more confident about going. I

now know there is someone I can contact



intervention

The different groups have been
mixed up…for me, it’s completely
out of my comfort zone…but 
actually it’s broadened our horizons

What would really work is there was
one person all the FdA people could
go to if we had questions



• your questions?

• institutional mechanisms to support transition? 
– timing

– structure

– design

• implications for staff development?

• Fd progression – specific requirements?

• institutional practice examples?

discussion


